
Handmade Face Mask Cover Instructions

Top fabric (Use only washable cotton poly blend or water-resistant fabric. They will be washed frequently.)

Cotton liner (Do not use flannel or fleece.) 

1/8" or 1/4" elastic, in two 10" lengths  

Seam Allowance: ¼" (Do not deviate.) 

Rubber coated wire (RCW) (Cut one, length of 1 3/4".) 
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Instructions: 
1. Print the pattern and confirm the measurements 

match the printout.

2. Cut 2 each of the top fabric and liner fabric (4 total – 2 of each).

3. Right sides together, stitch the top fabric along the nose seam 
(1/4" allowance).

4. Repeat #3 for the liner fabric.

5. Place the liner into the top fabric, right sides together. 
Align the 2 nose seams and pin.

6. Stitch along the top edge to join the liner to the top fabric.

7. To create the nosepiece pocket, place the RCW piece between 
the top fabric and the liner, as it will be worn, centered side to 
side at the top of the nose seam.  With the sewing machine foot 
against the bottom of the RCW stitch along the entire length of 
RCW. Stitch along both ends to secure RCW into pocket.

8. Stitch the bottom (straight edge) to join the liner to the top fabric.

9. Turn inside out, press flat (with your hands or with a low iron).

10. Topstitch the top edge (1/4").

11. Serge or zigzag the 2 “ear edges.”

12. Topstitch the bottom edge (do this last to keep the serged edge 
from fraying).

13. Attach the elastic band to the 2 side corners on each side.

Materials: 

This is the working pattern for the Ohio’s Hospice face mask covers.   
This is NOT the internet pattern. It’s been modified to better cover the N95 mask.
We are currently accepting masks from smoke-free and pet-free environments.

Thank you to Common Thread who inspired this design and content.   



Handmade Face Mask Cover Template
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NOSE END

ELASTIC

6 1/4”

4 1/4”

1/4” SEAM ALLOWANCE

Please compare this 1” long grid against a ruler to verify that your print is to scale.
1”


